Introduction
Let B(H) be an algebra of bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H. The restriction of an operator to an invariant subspace is called a part of the operator and similarly for systems of operators. A subspace H 0 ⊂ H is reducing under an operator if and only if P H 0 (the orthogonal projection onto H 0 ) commutes with the operator. An invariant subspace which do not contain any nontrivial, reducing subspace is called purely invariant. Recall the classical Wold's result [19] .
Theorem 1.1. Let V ∈ B(H) be an isometry. There is a unique decomposition of
H into orthogonal, reducing under V subspaces H u , H s , such that V | Hu is a unitary operator and V | Hs is a unilateral shift. Moreover,
text There is no natural extension of Wold's result to a pair in general. However, it holds for doubly commuting pairs [18] . Recall that operators T 1 , T 2 ∈ B(H) doubly commute if and only if they commute and T 1 T * 2 = T * Let T ⊂ C, T 2 ⊂ C 2 denote the unit circle, the torus respectively, L 2 (T), L 2 (T 2 ) the spaces of square summable functions with normalized Lebesgue measure and H 2 (T), H 2 (T 2 ) the respective Hardy spaces. Further, L 2 (T, H) denotes the space of square summable functions over T valued in the Hilbert space H. Recall that
. The operators of multiplication by independent variable(s) are denoted by L z f (z) := zf (z) on L 2 (T) and T z := L z | H 2 (T) and L w , L z , T w , T z in the case of spaces over the torus. Whenever it is considered invariant or reducing subspace of H 2 (·), L 2 (·) without indicating opertor(s) it is assumed to be reducing or invariant under respective multiplication operator(s) where · stands for the circle, the torus or a Hilbert space valued case. Recall that the function ψ ∈ L ∞ (T) is unimodular if |ψ(z)| = 1 for almost every z ∈ T and similarly on the torus. By the result of Helson in [8] any reducing subspace of L 2 (T) is of the form χ δ L 2 (T), for some Borel set δ ⊂ T, while purely invariant subspace is of the form ψH 2 (T) for ψ a unimodular function. A similar result on the torus, but only for reducing subspaces was obtained in [7] , Lemma 3. Hardy spaces do not contain nontrivial reducing subspaces. Indeed, T z ∈ H 2 (T) is a model of a unilateral shift of multiplicity one which do not have reducing subspaces. The proof for the Hardy space over the torus is given in Section 3. The invariant subspaces of H 2 (T) are described by inner functions. The function φ ∈ H ∞ (T) is called inner if |φ(z)| = 1 for almost every z ∈ T.
Theorem 1.3 (Beurling[2]). Each invariant under T z ∈ B(H 2 (T)) subspace is of the form φH 2 (T), where φ is an inner function.
By the results in [18, 16] a model of n tuple of doubly commuting unilateral shifts are operators of multiplication by independent variables on the Hardy space over the polydisk T n . Note that n tuple of operators doubly commute only when each pair of different operators in the n tuple doubly commute. Thus in the case n = 1 doubly commutativity is vacuously satisfied and the model describes any unilateral shift of multiplicity one. From such point of view a generalization of Beurling theorem to n tuple is that inner functions describe invariant subspaces of doubly commuting unilateral shifts where the operators preserve doubly commutativity. Such a generalization is precisely formulated and proved in [17] . Let us only point out that it covers the classical Beurling Theorem (with its generalizations by Lax and by Halmos) as well as the following result of Mandrekar [12] .
) be multiplications by independent variables w, z, respectively. Any invariant under T w , T z subspace M = {0} is of the form φH 2 (T 2 ), with φ being inner function if and only if T w , T z doubly commute on M.
Obviously, there are other subspaces invariant under the considered pair, where respective restrictions are no longer doubly commuting. An example is
has been investigated in [6] with respect to the Wold-type decomposition showed in [5] . The aim of the paper is to improve the characterization of invariant subspaces of
and L 2 (T 2 ). We take advantage of the concept of compatible isometries which covers the mentioned results as well as many examples. Precisely we describe invariant subspaces where the operators preserve compatibility. Section 2 is devoted to compatible pairs of isometries. Section 3 concerns H 2 (T 2 ) where the main Theorem 3.1 generalize Theorem 1.4 as well as results from [6] . It is compared with relatively recent results in [11] . Section 4 concerns L 2 (T 2 ) where the main result is Theorem 4.10. There are constructed also unitary extensions of parts of L w , L z obtained by each type of invariant subspace. In particular an example of a proper subspace of
reducing L w , L z to bilateral shifts is obtained.
Compatible pairs of isometries
A pair of commuting isometries V 1 , V 2 is said to be compatible if P ran (V m 1 ) commute with P ran (V n 2 ) for every m, n ∈ Z + (see [9, 10] ). Compatible isometries can be decomposed into doubly commuting pairs, pairs given by diagrams and generalized powers (see [3] ). Let us recall the definitions of the above classes of operators.
The idea of pairs given by a diagram appeared in [9] (Example 1) while the precise definition and classification of diagrams can be found in [4] . For purposes of the paper it is convenient to define a pair of isometries given by an arbitrary diagram J by giving the model based on L w , L z . Therefore, instead of Definition 4.3 from [4] it is given another one. First step is to reformulate Definition 4.4 from [4] as follows: Definition 2.2. A simple pair of isometries given by a diagram J is a pair unitarily equivalent to operators
and the respective restrictions are T w , T z . Since ker T * w = {z i , i ∈ Z + } and ker T * z = {w i , i ∈ Z + } then the operators are unilateral shifts of infinite multiplicity. However T w , T z , as a pair, are generated by ker T * w ∩ ker T * z which is one-dimensional. Following this idea the multiplicity of a pair of doubly commuting unilateral shifts is defined as the dimension of ker T * w ∩ ker T * z . In the case of a pair given by an arbitrary diagram J the definition of multiplicity is not so obvious. More useful is the other approach. Recall that a model of doubly commuting unilateral shifts of multiplicity n is obtained on the Hardy subspace of L 2 (T 2 , H) where dim H equals to the multiplicity (see f.e. [13, 15, 16] ). Any function in L 2 (T 2 , H) is identified with its Fourier series where coefficients are in H. Thus it is an easy observation that for any subspace 
∈ J} and H is a Hilbert space. The dimension of H is called the multiplicity of such a pair.
Note that the space of a unitary extension of a simple pair given by any diagram is equivalent to the whole L 2 (T 2 ). Thus a pair given by a diagram may be a part of
only if it is a simple pair. Let us recall the definition of generalized powers [3] . Definition 2.4. Let be given a periodic diagram J = k∈Z J 0 + k(m, −n) and a unitary operator U ∈ B(H) with a star cyclic vector e.
Define
Generalized powers are pairs of compatible unilateral shifts V 1 , V 2 ∈ B(H) commuting with U and such that V
A period J 0 an numbers m, n determine a periodic diagram. However, as in other periodic concepts, the same diagram can be denoted by various periods.
Remark 2.5. Let V 1 , V 2 be a pair of generalized powers given by a diagram J =
In conclusion, generalized powers depend on a periodic diagram, not on its period. However, the unitary operator U is related to the choice of a period.
The next result gives an equivalent condition for a pair to be generalized powers. Lemma 2.6. Isometries V 1 , V 2 are generalized powers given by a periodic diagram
, as an operator acting between H i,j , and
For the reverse implication note that the powers m, n in the first condition and the set J 0 in the decomposition provides a periodic diagram J. By the first condition
Thus U commutes with V 2 . Similarly U * commutes with V 1 and, as a unitary operator, doubly commute with V 1 . Thus U (doubly) commutes with both V 1 , V 2 . Since H i,j reduces U for each (i, j) ∈ J 0 , the operator U| H i,j is unitary. Moreover, the proved commutativity implies the equivalence of all
Now we can follow Definition 2.4 and define vectors e i,j . Note that Ue i,j = e i+m,j−n . It has left to check formulas V 1 e i,j = e i+1,j and V 2 e i,j = e i,j+1 for (i, j) ∈ J. By the commutativity of U with V 1 , V 2 and the relation Ue i,j = e i+m,j−n it is enough to prove the formulas for (i, j) ∈ J 0 . By the second condition for
then vectors e i,j , e i ′ ,j ′ may not be orthogonal to each other (f.e. if U = I they are equal). This differs generalized powers from pairs given by diagrams. However, if U is a bilateral shift then the considered vectors are orthogonal. In fact generalized powers defined by bilateral shifts are precisely pairs defined by periodic diagrams. Moreover, two equivalent diagrams define unitarily equivalent pairs of isometries and consequently simple diagrams define doubly commuting pairs of isometries. The uniqueness in the following decomposition (Theorem 4.12 from [4] ) follows by the irregularity of diagrams in H d . 
Invariant subspace on Hardy space
In the introduction it was recalled that H 2 (T 2 ) has no nontrivial reducing subspaces. Indeed, since T w , T z doubly commute they are compatible and projections
and every subspace reducing under T w , T z is invariant under P ker T * w ∩ker T * z . However, since ker T * w ∩ ker T * z is one-dimensional then either the considered subspace contains ker T * w ∩ ker T * z or is orthogonal to it. Since a subspace containing ker T * w ∩ ker T * z and invariant under T w , T z is the whole H 2 (T 2 ) then in the first case the considered subspace is H 2 (T 2 ) while in the second it is an orthogonal complement of H 2 (T 2 ), so it is a zero subspace. Proof. Let M = φM J = {φw i z j : (i, j) ∈ J} for a given inner function φ and a diagram J. Since φ is inner then operator T φ : For the remaining cases let us show that
for any x ∈ H 2 (T 2 ) and any increasing sequence
it is enough to show that for any i, j ∈ Z + there is k such that
Since we assumed M = {0}, the restrictions may not be generalized powers.
Let
for (i, j) ∈ J where ≃ denotes the unitary equivalence as in Definition 2.2. Let us observe that J is bounded from below i.e. there is N ∈ Z such that J ⊂ {(m, n) : n ≥ N, m ∈ Z}. Indeed if not, for some x ∈ M there is a sequence {(m k , n k )} k∈Z + such that n k ≥ 1 and
. . . Since all the above expansions preserve norm, then we can omit the projection and rearrange the operators to get
However, it contradicts ( †) for the sequence {(m 1 +· · ·+m k , n 1 +· · ·+n k )}. Similarly one can show that the diagram J is bounded from the left by M. Thus J is described by a finite sequence
is doubly commuting. Thus, by Theorem 1.4, there is an inner function φ α such that
T m w T n z (Cf mα,nα ) by [18] . Therefore f mα,nα = φ α for any α ∈ A. The case #A = 1 is a pair of doubly commuting unilateral shifts and was already considered. If #A > 1, then n K > n 1 and m 1 > m K . Note that
for any α ∈ A. Moreover,
for any α ∈ A. In particular
Comparing Fourier coefficients of both sides we conclude that there exists an inner function φ such that
⊖M doubly commute, are considered in [11] . The condition may appeared to be in some relation with compatibility. However, the results are disjoint. Let us recall Theorem 2.1. from [11] . 
where {(w, z) → φ w (w)} and {(w, z) → φ z (z)} are one variable inner functions.
It is clear that subspaces given by a diagram usually do not satisfy the condition of double commutativity on orthogonal complement. The following example shows that the reverse implication may not hold as well. 
In this section it will be showed that the space L 2 (T 2 ) contains all the compatible types of invariant subspaces. Precisely, a subspace of each type described in Theorem 2.7 may be represented by some invariant subspace of L 2 (T 2 ). In fact we do not consider the completely non compatible case, but such a subspace may be easily constructed from a diagram type subspace (see Example 5.2 in [4] ). Each type is considered in a separate theorem and the results are summarized in Theorem 4.10. Moreover, a unitary extension of each type is described. Then the coexistence of respective types is investigated by the following observation.
Remark 4.1. Let V 1 , V 2 ∈ B(H) be a pair of commuting isometries and U 1 , U 2 ∈ B(K) be its minimal unitary extension. For any reducing decomposition
are orthogonal if the respective Borel sets are almost disjoint (their common part is of the measure zero).
Theorem 4.2. Let
M = {0} be an invariant subspace of L 2 (T 2 ). The pair L w | M , L z | M is
given by a diagram if and only if
be given by a diagram J ∈ Z 2 and {e i,j } (i,j)∈J be the underlying basis of M. Precisely e i,j ≃ w i z j , where ≃ is a unitary equivalence as in Definition 2.2. Then M = (i,j)∈J Ce i,j and L w e i,j = e i+1,j , L z e i,j = e i,j+1 . Note that the set {(n, m) ∈ J : (n − 1, m) ∈ J and (n, m − 1) ∈ J} can be ordered in a sequence (n α , m α ) α∈A such that n α+1 > n α and m α+1 < m α . The idea is explained in the picture. Obviously the sequence may be bounded or unbounded on each side.
. . .
Let us denote subspaces
for a unimodular function ψ α ( [7] , Corollary 4). Hence e mα,nα = ψ α and e mα,n β = w mα−m β ψ β = z n β −nα ψ α for any α, β ∈ A. Consequently w m β −mα z (n β −nα) ψ α = ψ β so ψ := w mα z nα ψ α do not depend on the choice of α. Eventually, E mα,nα = ψw mα z nα H 2 (T 2 ) and consequently M = ψH J . Since the space of a minimal unitary extension of
is as in Theorem 4.2. Let us show this result more generally.
a unilateral shift and L z | M is a unitary operator if and only if
M = ψ w H 2 (T) ⊗ χ δ L 2 (T), where δ ⊂ T is a Borel set, ψ w ∈ L 2 (T)
is a unimodular function of variable w. Moreover, the space of a minimal unitary extension of
Proof. It is convenient to consider operators on the space 
, there may exist invariant subspaces where L w , L z are generalized powers. Recall that generalized powers are defined by a unitary operator having a star cyclic vector.
Remark 4.4. By the result of Helson, each subspace of
In other words, the operator of multiplication by χ γ is equal to
Concluding, any reducing subspace of L 2 (T) has a star cyclic vector χ γ 1. In fact for any proper subspace, there is a cyclic vector.
By the remark above any unitary part of a bilateral shift of multiplicity one may define generalized powers. Since generalized powers are unilateral shifts, then their unitary extensions are bilateral shifts. In the following example such an extension is a proper subspace of L 2 (T 2 ). It follows an interesting observation, that there are proper subspaces of
the space H i reduces L wz to a bilateral shift of multiplicity 1 for every i. Thus Extending definition of H i for negative k as powers of the adjoint we get
The proof of the following theorem is based on the above example. 
Moreover, any such subspace M is determined by a periodic diagram and a Borel set γ ⊂ T. Recall that a pair of generalized powers defined by a bilateral shift and some diagram J is also a pair given by the same diagram J. However, there may be only simple diagrams in L 2 (T 2 ). It is an easy observation that if a pair of generalized powers defined by a bilateral shift is a pair given by a simple diagram then the bilateral shift is of multiplicity one. Thus we have showed that the only possible pairs of generalized powers may be of the form assumed in the theorem. Any unitary part of a bilateral shift of multiplicity one is determined by some Borel subset of a circle.
Let us show that a pair of generalized powers defined by any unitary part of a bilateral shift and any periodic diagram may be realized as 
is a bilateral shift of multiplicity one for every (i, j) ∈ J 0 which fulfills the first condition in the mentioned lemma. Since
is a unitary operator between subspaces M i,j and M i ′ ,j ′ -the second condition of the lemma.
Let γ ⊂ T be an arbitrary Borel set and then χ γ L 2 (T) is an arbitrary subspace reducing a bilateral shift of multiplicity one. Let
is a pair of generalized powers defined by the same diagram J and a unitary part of a bilateral shift U| χγ L 2 (T) .
In the construction in Example 4.5 we used a Borel subset γ ⊂ T to get a reducing subspace of
the unitary extension of a pair constructed in Theorem 4.6 using the set γ is equal to χ ∆ L 2 (T 2 ). Let us investigate the connection between γ and ∆. 
Proof. Let us start with a construction of a unitary extension. By the proof of Theorem 4.6 if we extend a respective unitary operator to a bilateral shift, then we get a pair given by a diagram J which by Theorem 4.2 is of the form ψM J for some unimodular function ψ. Let H i,j = {ψw i+km z j−kn : k ∈ Z} for i = 0, . . . , m−1, j ∈ Z. Since Lzn w m | H i,j is a bilateral shift of multiplicity one we can denote a subspace reducing the bilateral shift 
Note that this is the same construction as in Theorem 4.6 but for the set of indices {0, . . . , m − 1} × Z which properly contains
k be the Fourier expansion. Recall, that it is supposed to be a reducing subspace of Lzn w m | H 0,0 . Thus x ≃z n w m suggest to define a function in
for remaining (i, j) .
. On the other hand, H = L γ ⊕ L T\γ . Similar arguments for the set T \ γ leads to the conclusion
. Note that by Remark 2.5, the set γ i depends on the choice of a period. However, the choice of a period determines numbers m, n, and so the polynomial ω. Thus for different γ via different ω the set ∆ is supposed to be the same.
Let us take a closer look to the set ω −1 (γ). ). Consequently, the solution of w mzn = γ 0 is a line winding on T 2 finite times. In conclusion, the set ω −1 (γ) is a sum of stripes parallel to each other but never to Arg(w) or Arg(z) axis. The picture illustrate ω −1 (γ 0 ) for m = 5, n = 3: It is known that the class of compatible pairs extends the class of doubly commuting pairs. Let us point some relation of generalized powers with pairs consisting of a unitary operator and a unilateral shift. By Remark 4.8 a unitary extension of a pair of generalized powers is χ ∆ L 2 (T 2 ) where ∆ can be described as stripes inclined at a nonzero angle to any of axes (any angle in atan(Q + )). In the cases H us , H su the set ∆ = δ × T, ∆ = T × δ respectively which are sets inclined at zero angle to one of axes. Thus the cases H us , H su appeared to be border cases of generalized powers. In Definition 2.4 numbers m, n are assumed to be positive. However, if we let one of them to be zero, we get the following relation. 
were δ ⊂ T, Θ ⊂ T 2 \ (T × δ) are Borel sets, ψ w ∈ L 2 (T) is a unimodular function of variable w, depends only on m i , n i which were changed to a common pair lm, ln then all ω i are equal. Consequently the sets ∆ i are disjoint if the new sets γ ′ i are disjoint.
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